
The First Automated Authorization Management Solution

Authomize enables organizations to automatically manage 
and secure identities, access and privileges across multi-
cloud and hybrid environments

The First Automated Authorization 
Management Solution

“
Okta has clearly solved the user authentication 

problem that enables enterprises to easily access cloud 
applications. Authomize is solving the next problem- 

managing the authorization privileges of end users after 
they've been granted application access.”

Mark Settle, Former CIO

The Authomize Platform 
Authomize provides unparalleled insight into the fine-grained 
authorization privileges currently assigned to individuals, 
teams and functional departments.
Using our proprietary prescriptive analytics engine, Authomize learns the correlation between 
cross-cloud permissions, identities, and usage to deliver data-backed intelligent suggestions and 
identify the root cause of access and permissions issues. Teams can make informed authorization 
decisions based on the intelligence provided, achieve least privilege, continuous monitoring or 
securely automate the authorization management lifecycle process, minimizing IT burden and 
securing the IAM plane in the organization applications.

One Click Deployment 
Authomize is offered as a SaaS. The solution is integrated into numerous applications via out-of-the-box 
connectors, including but not limited to: O365 (incl Sharepoint), GSuite (incl GDrive), GCP, AWS, Azure, 
GitHub, Salesforce and multiple leading ITSM systems. Authomize also offers an open connector framework 
that supports both on-premises and cloud-based applications/systems. Authomize supports both pull and 
push methods to integrate with 3rd party applications using connectors.
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Visibility
Unified and granular visibility across all 
environments down to the resource and 
service level and across all of the layers of the 
multi-cloud applications.

Security Posture Analytics
Calculating access and exposure risk based on a 
variety of factors encompassing identity, asset, 
policy and activity attributes as well as optimize 
access governance policies.

Prescriptive Recommendations
Using our ML-based analytics engine Authomize 
delivers prescriptive instructions on how to achieve 
a safe and secure state and facilitate audit and 
forensics activities.

Remediation & Fulfilment
Adjust or update entitlements assignment directly 
or by event trigger, enforce IAM guardrails and 
security baseline policies.

Intelligent Automation
Automate the full scope of Identity Lifecycle 
management  including Joiner-Mover-Leaver by 
following the principle of least privilege.
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More Apps, More Identities, More Complexity 
Application and infrastructure authorization is a complex network (literally a maze) of permissions and 
entitlements that are frequently established on a tactical as-needed basis by IT administrators, application 
and infrastructure service owners and subject matter experts within individual business functions. This 
network creates security risks, administrative burdens, and auditing challenges that are impossible to 
address with existing tools.

Applying Graph AI and 
Building SmartGroups

https://www.authomize.com/
https://www.authomize.com/
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About Authomize 
Authomize enables organizations to manage and secure complex and vastly different 
applications across hybrid environments. Our Prescriptive Analytics engine helps IT 
and Security teams flawlessly automate operations around authorization to prevent 
permission sprawl, maximize productivity, simplify identity lifecycle management, and 
secure the IAM plane.

Use Cases

Securing the Cloud

Securing the Lifecycle Management 

We integrate with all your cloud applications 
and systems with out-of-the-box connectors. 

Authomize has established key partnerships 
with security technology leaders to meet 
the evolving IAM security challenges.

To learn more or get a FREE assessment report, click on the link below

and many more

Integrations

Strategic Partners

Next Step

Achieve Least Privilege Machine & App Monitoring
Automatically detect and remove used or 
unused excessive permissions in any identity, 
processes, applications, assets.

Discover, monitor and govern all types of 
machines, bots & RPA, 3rd party applications, 
service accounts, etc.

Remediate Threats
Proactively discover and remediate data 
exposure problems, risky activities, anomalous 
behavior, and threats.

Enforce IAM Guardrails
Enforce preventive guardrails and custom policies 
on any resources, process or activity across any 
environment.

SEE WHAT AUTHOMIZE CAN DO FOR YOU
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DISCOVERY

Detected a new entitlement on sensitive resources

OPEN Critical

Detected a private Git repository that became public

Git repository acme\mobile\ios\_certificate was private and became ...

FIX

IN PROGRESS Critical

Git repository accountong\_chimera was private and became pulic.

FIX

MITRE ATT&CK Guardrails Violations

Business Outcomes
Enhanced Security
Provides Zero Trust Authorization 
security across network for on-
premises, cloud, and, hybrid 
environments.

Cost Savings
Achieve significant savings on 
integration and operations costs, 
replacing multiple vendors with 
one highly capable platform.

Shorten Time to Value
Integrating in just minutes, Authomize 
shows value within hours with 
guided insights and out of the box 
actionable alerts.

Navigating Environments 
Faster
Securely manage identity access 
permissions in your dynamic 
environment faster with powerful 
automation tools, keeping pace with 
the speed your business demands.

Access Requests Secure Lifecycle Management
Automatically approve or deny access requests  
with an AI-generated justification that your end 
user can understand.

Govern and control any type of identity in the life 
cycle stages with data-driven recommendations.

Automatic Certification Achieving Compliance
Automatically approve low-risk access and deliver 
contextual data to the source owner to simplify 
the process.

Easily enforce security and SoD controls across  
any environment and constantly discover and 
remediate security violations to meet compliance 
and audit requirements.

https://www.authomize.com/
https://www.authomize.com/free-assessment/

